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Annual report 2016
“In der Beschränkung zeigt sich erst der Meister“ (Goethe).
Although the Foundation has a broad focus on many bear related issues and especially on the status of
the brown bears in Europe and Asia, the Foundations activities have been limited to some quite specialized activities and projects.
First of all our Foundation was asked to support a Belgian biologist who had addressed a serious issue on
the hunting policy on bears in Romania. Besides this highly technical and political project Kosovo and
Albanian conservation issues were on our agenda. Unfortunately changes in staff of the relevant organisations made communication impossible. In Albania an immediate hunting ban was issued by the government without any supporting research . The proposed regional contacts between national parks in Kosovo
did not obtain any local support hence unfortunately this initiative to promote trans boundary contacts on
conservation related subjects stopped.
Bears are worldwide under great pressure. Our Foundation is focusing its attention on vulnerable bear
populations. In Europe (except in Romania) all populations are under some degree of pressure, although
some have shown quite remarkable recovery as the one in Asturias/Spain.
Bears in populated regions as in the Pyrenees demand serious attention.
These and other projects and issues kept us busy in 2016.
Gerard Baars, director of International Bear Foundation, The Netherlands, June 2017

Romania:

Dr. Piet Wit, President of the EU section of IUCN, approached several bear scientists to help and support
Drs Bartelijn Bruijne, a Belgian biologist. In cooperation with a Romanian NGO she produced a paper on
the ‘overharvesting’ of brown bears and carnivores in Romania. The paper was more or less ignored at
high level and therefore a local check was asked for. Our Foundation engaged itself and the paper was
distributed to several Romanian scientists who all commented that they agreed with the outlines of it.
Based on the local support a pilot plan was drafted and a funding program was worked out. In spite of the
local support, an unexpected hunting ban was issued and a governmental research plan similar to the
plan worked out by Bartelijn Bruijne was put in practise. As a result the proposed plan was unfortunately
cancelled. It is quite doubtful if the ongoing state orientated project will come up with results similar to
those expected from the initial paper that gave reason for great concern on the viability of the Romanian
bear population in the next 25 years. The numbers of bears are estimated too high, and the hunting quota
once the hunting ban has been lifted based on these overestimated figures will cause great risks for the
development of the bear population. If not corrected the Romanian bear population will become vulnerable
within 25 years. International Bear Foundation then proposed a parallel project in order to obtain objective
data that can be used as control information. Unfortunately neither the initiator nor the local NGO were
willing to put new energy in such an approach. Meanwhile International Bear Foundation remains critical
on the developments of this state study and will keep a close eye on it with its local partners.
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Kosovo and Albania:
Regular contacts have been initiated with persons working in Albania and Kosovo dealing with bears. Unfortunately no combined efforts to work out a conservation plan for large carnivores could be realized in
Albania. Some positive initiative can be observed on the Balkan lynx project as Albania is actively cooperating with other countries in the region. Moreover a totally unforeseen total hunting ban was issued in Albania without any consultation with any ngo . Measuring effects of the non hunting period could be an interesting subject for scientific studies, but up to now no initiative can be recorded. Information on more
casualties due to more wild life, more beehive damages due to more bears, more road accidents due to
more wolfs/wild boars/ deers and bears could be a subject of scientific research . So no data, no info and
no options to build a real conservation legislation.
In Kosovo, a country in the midst of regions with high potential for protected areas and species, the Sharri
National Park management did not realize any effort to work out a basic plan for a regional gathering of
national parks in the southern part of the region- ranging from Serbia- Montenegro= Albania and Macedonia . This region is the pass way from the northern regions of the Balkan to Bulgaria and Greece. A vulnerable highway of endangered species. Moreover some regions are part of the migration routes to Europe
from Africa and Asia. Without local support no initiative will become a plan and without plans no cooperation. Nature conservation still is no topic in these countries suffering from instable governments, no consistent legislation and a bad financial structure.
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France
Since several years our Foundation has taken the lead in talks, meetings, exchange of documents and discussions on the idea to set up a Processus in the Ariège department, the principle region that accommodates bears, and moreover goats and sheep as commercial activities. This region is quite militant towards
large carnivores ( bear, vulture and occasionally wolf and other smaller carnivores) During broadcasting
events (e.g. the Tour de France) roads were painted ‘PAS OURS’ (no bears) and ‘TUE OURS’ (kill bears).
Although the region is rather lowly populated, the hostility towards hazardous species is high.
Public events often end in fights and hostile actions between groups of opposing interests. Shepherds, farmers, hunters and often forest owners do not want bears. Any positive action is responded with media coverage against bears. The French governments however does not treat this issue seriously and remains outside
the discussions.
During numerous meeting with the DREAL Toulouse department of large carnivores, the regional representative of the ministry of Environment, and the staff of the Parc Naturel Regional d’Ariège (PRAriège) we
agreed to organize workshops on the biodiversity of the Ariège departments. This idea, introducing Dr
Alistair Bath from St John’s University in New Foundland, Canada was finally accepted by all above mentioned parties. It was Innovanature to find funding to cover all costs. In the end DREAL also participated to
facilitate 25% of the expenses. Most of this part of the budget was ‘captured’ by PRAriège as they withdrew
their contribution almost completely. On 8 December 2016 a pre workshop was held and around 23 organizations ranging from hunters to ecologists, tourist boards and forest owners, state related NGO’s and shepherds and farmers gathered. Some of them had never been in one room ever before: quite an event. Introductions by DREAL-PRAriège and Innovature informed the group about the objectives. Discussions with
open minds and without any pre arranged agenda on biodiversity in the region was accepted by all participants. The first official gathering took place on 27 January 2017.

First official gathering, pointing out points to be discussed by the intermediate Dr. Alister
McBath from Canada and intense discussions in groups were succesfull. To be continued!
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Asturias/Spain
Based on the contacts built up during the last years we kept (?) information on the unique growth of the
bear population in the Asturian regions and the gene flow from the western population to the eastern section of this region. Younger male bears have crossed highways, rivers and motorways to meet and mate
females in the eastern section of the most western bear population in Spain. The unique growth of the
bear population is based on a very dedicated policy of FAPAS, the leading association in the region. In
cooperation with Innovanature, a joint initiative of Accio Natura/Spain, Artzamendi/France and our Foundation we (who is ‘we’?) will show the Ariège delegation (see France) what can be achieved and how people, flora and fauna can live together with respect for both wildlife and human settlements.

Sheperd dogs are ideal to protect herds from bears

Media and Communications
In close cooperation with Thomas Jansen and Mike Hirschler a new website was developed. The website
does inform the visitors about the ongoing activities of the Foundation and moreover detailed information
on bear conservation projects around the globe. A start of an FB page was initiated, but due to time constraints this initiative does not work quite well yet.
Innovanature made contact with a new Dutch initiative called PIFWorld, a platform to contact people who
are willing to put energy in some of our projects, either by doing actions themselves or to invite friends to
cooperate and to raise funds for associations. Since a few months we have linked our website to the site
at PIFWorld and thus visitors can see online and real time what is ongoing and what financial results have
been achieved.
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Cooperation
International Bear Foundation is actively involved in international fora such as IBA=International Bear Association, the global umbrella of bear scientists. Being member of IBA Gerard Baars as director of the
Foundation was appointed and re-elected as member of the BSG of IUCN( to explain: BSG= bear specialist group= a group of experts under the guidance of IUCN=International Union for the Conservation of
Nature- a UN affiliated group. By being member Gerard Baars was asked to become member of IUCN
France as a bear expert. This link is quite helpful in many ” high end “ contacts dealing with the vulnerable
bear population in France.
In our “homeland “the Netherlands our Foundation has good contacts with IUCN-NL, as abroad contacts
are intense with the affiliated branches of both IUCN and WWF.

Contacts and funding
The foundation has intense contacts with several donors. Most of the funds are “ear marked’ and this is
causing some constraints as IBF itself is not an “attractive“ project to fund and therefore some of the activities are difficult to continue. Communications, office work and travelling are not easy to put into projects.
Nevertheless they are essential for contacts and making deals on programs. Bears are interesting species to support, but the public shows more interest in polar bears and git panda than in brown bears –
even in Europe where the populations are under threat and endangered to almost extinct.
The foundation is eager to come into contact with either private or public funds for some “niche projects”.
Many of the projects are not of interest for “mainstream publicity”, but essential for the future conservation of the species.

Focus for 2017
Niche projects will be our focus although funding is hard to find. Brown bears are not that sexy as long as
they are not kept in bear pits and fixed to rocks . Free ranging bears seem to have no appeal , although
they represent the largest mammal of our forests and are essential for the equilibrium within their habitats.
Eastern Europe where bears are under pressure due to urban development, hunting and deforestation as
well as the Pyrenees- on both sides in France and Spain will remain our focus . In Spain we will cooperation with the FAPAS on the Asturian bears.
Working in larger structures will hopefully draw attention to bears so that the mainstream public will pick up
essential elements to keep its focus not on the home backyard but on a broader horizon in which bears
are playing an important role.
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